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Abstract

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of single-stranded peptide nucleic acid (ssPNA) molecules have been grown on gold surfaces, with
e assemble
s les on the
s ul label-free
t microscopy.
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fficient capability for recognizing complementary ssDNA. In spite of their remarkably long length of 6–7 nm, ssPNA molecules can
tanding-up on the surface similarly to the SAMs of short alkanethiols. The equilibrium between lying and standing-up molecu
urface is a function of the molecular coverage. These structural and functional studies have been performed by means of powerf
echniques for surface characterization such as synchrotron radiation-based X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and atomic force
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. Introduction

Many important technological applications require the use
f molecules and macromolecules adsorbed on surfaces from
liquid environment. The understanding of the structure of

hese molecular layers is of a great importance because its
tomic arrangement determines the mechanical properties,
lectronic behaviour and reactivity of the surfaces. There-

ore, the ability to control the surface structure at an atomic
evel is a crucial point, not only for designing new materi-
ls for catalytic applications, electrodeposition or corrosion
revention, but also in the development of the wide field of
anoscience and nanotechnology.

This is the case of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)
f alkanethiols [1,2]. The nature and magnitude of
lkanethiol–alkanethiol and alkanethiol–surface interactions
n different metals, and particularly on Au(1 1 1) has been

aken as a model system, and therefore, explored by many dif-
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ferent techniques. These fascinating two-dimensional s
tures have potential applications to modify wetting and w
properties of solid surfaces, to anchor different functio
groups to be used in chemical and biochemical senso
protect metal surfaces against corrosion and to be us
masks for the fabrication of nanodevices for electronics
magnetic storage media[3]. One of the main problems
understand self-assembly of SAMs on metals arises
the fact that alkanethiol–metal and alkanethiol–alkane
interactions are not fully understood. These interaction
termine the stability of SAMs, a basic point for their use
many technological applications. Concerning the natu
the alkanethiol/metal interactions X-ray photoemission s
troscopy (XPS) and high-resolution XPS studies of SAM
Au(1 1 1) have shown that the S-atom bonded to the m
surface exhibits the chemical properties of an alkane
late[4].

The success in assembling many different org
molecules on surfaces has driven the attention of nu
ous research groups towards SAMs of biomolecules.
ertheless, self-assembling of biomolecules usually resu
381-1169/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.molcata.2004.09.076
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a reduced bioactivity and in a poor degree of organization
due to the strong interaction of the biomolecules with the
substrate. The idea of anchoring DNA to gold surfaces by a
terminal thiol group was explored right after the first struc-
tural study about SAMs of alkanethiols. The first idea was to
extrapolate the knowledge attained from these molecules to
thiolated–DNA. However, most of the reported results have
been disappointing because the anchored DNA molecules
usually fold into themselves on the surface leading to a form-
less globular structure. Poorly ordered DNA layers showed
a reduced bioactivity due to the strong DNA–substrate inter-
actions[5–7]. In parallel, a large effort has been expended
on the development of DNA microarray and DNA-based
biosensor technologies in order to monitor the interaction
between surface-attached single-stranded (ss) catcher probe
oligonucleotides and fluorescent labelled complementary tar-
get strands from solution[8,9]. Detection methods that avoid
labeling of the target molecule to be hybridized are generally
preferred since the accuracy of the measurements that require
labels is limited by the labeling efficiency[10]. Immobilized
ssDNA films used in biotechnology applications are typically
less than 10 nm thick; therefore, standard surface character-
ization techniques can be employed to support biochemical
analysis.

Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is an artificial DNA mimic that
e hiral
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s
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been recently developed[20,21], a detailed study of both
the morphology of the immobilized PNAs on surfaces and
the functional properties of immobilized ssPNAs for binding
complementary ssDNA is needed in order to design PNA-
based biosensors. Here, we report on the formation of locally
ordered SAMs of ssPNA molecules on gold surfaces with
efficient ssDNA recognition capability. We used powerful
label-free techniques for surface characterization such as syn-
chrotron radiation based XPS and atomic force microscopy
(AFM).

2. Experimental

2.1. PNA and DNA molecules

HPLC-purified ssPNA used was named P-G142, with
the sequence NH2-Cys-O-O-AATCCCCGCAT-H (Applied
Biosystems). This sequence is located at the hypervari-
able antigenic loop RGD in capsid protein VP1 of the an-
imal pathogen foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV)[22].
Purine-rich sequences were avoided in order to minimize ag-
gregation problems and self-complementarity was discarded.
The calculated melting temperature at 1�M concentration in
H2O was 62◦C. The cysteine moiety at the N terminus of
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xhibits unique physicochemical properties, being an ac
nd uncharged biopolymer of high biological and chem
tability [11,12]. A schematic representation of the chem
tructure of a PNA monomer is shown inFig. 1. From an
volutionary point of view, PNA has been proposed as a
ble candidate to have preceded RNA at the first stages
volution of genetic molecules, constituting a putative “
NA world” [13–15]. PNA hybridizes to complementary ta
ets (RNA, DNA or PNA) according to the Watson–Cr
ules for base pairing. The solution structures of PNA–D
eteroduplexes are extended right-handed helices po

ng features of both A-form and B-form dsDNA: helical r
f 4.2 nm with 13 base pairs (bp) per turn, helix diam
f 2.3 nm, a major groove wider and a minor groove
ower than those of the dsDNA[16,17]. ssPNA shows highe
ffinity and specificity for complementary ssDNA than
orresponding ssDNA sequence[11,18,19]. Although mi-
roarrays of PNA oligomers bound to activated surfaces

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of a PNA monomer.
-

he PNAs provides the thiol group that allows immobili
ion on gold surfaces. The “O” spacer unit is a molec
f 8-amino-3,6-dioxaoctanoic acid, used to separate th
ridization portion of the molecule from its thiolated ter
us. The overall length of the spacer formed by two con
tive “O” linkers is 3.0 nm. Thus, the total length of P-G1
an be estimated to be 7.1 nm, considering a helical stru
imilar to that found in PNA–DNA duplexes[23–24], as rep
esented in the structure ofFig. 2A (drawn by means of C
hem3D Std. 5.0, Cambridge, MA). The PNA molecule
, O, H and N atoms as constitutive elements. Particu
nd for the photoemission studies we have focused on
pecies. Every molecule has 64 N atoms. PNA stock
ions were prepared at 100�M concentration in pure (milli

grade) H2O, and stored at 4◦C. Working solutions wer
reshly prepared before each experiment from an aliqu
he stock solution pre-warmed at 50◦C for 10 min. A targe
sDNA molecule was designed in antisense orientation
espect to the ssPNA, since thermal stability of the antip
el PNA–DNA duplex is higher than that of the correspond
arallel one[25]. Therefore, the following HPLC-purified 3
er DNA oligonucleotide (Invitrogen) was used: G142

5′-CCGCCAGTGCATGCGGGGATTTGGCTCACCT-3′).

.2. Immobilization of ssPNA on gold and hybridization
ith target ssDNA

Immobilization of ssPNA (at concentrations ranging fr
.1 to 100�M in H2O) was performed at 22◦C for 4 h in
humid chamber. The immobilization was carried ou

wo different substrates: polycrystalline Au layers evapor
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic representation of P-G142; only the first and last nucleobases are drawn, brackets indicate the positions occupied by monomers 2–10 of
the ssPNA. (B and C) AFM images recorded in air of ssPNA immobilized at 1�M concentration on gold surfaces. (D and E) AFM images recorded of ssPNA
immobilized at concentration of 0.5�M.

on glass (Arrandee, Werther, Germany) and single-crystal
Au(1 1 1). The Au substrates were placed facing down over a
small reservoir containing a 20�l drop of the ssPNA solution.
This experimental setup minimized unspecific deposition of
molecules on the gold surface that could affect the XPS anal-
ysis. After the immobilization step, the crystals were vig-
orously rinsed in H2O with agitation. Hybridization of the
complementary ssDNA at 100�M concentration was per-
formed for 1 h, in a buffer containing 7 mM NaCl and 0.7 mM
Na-citrate, pH 7.2. Temperatures ranged from 41 to 58◦C.
The experimental setup was similar to that described for the
PNA immobilization that avoids the deposition of salt on the
gold surface. Post-hybridization washing was performed for
15 min in a buffer containing 45 mM NaCl and 4.5 mM Na-
citrate, pH 7.0, with agitation. Washing temperature ranged
from 5◦C below hybridization temperature to 6◦C above it.
After this stringent wash, a last 15 min washing step was
performed in H2O.

2.3. XPS measurements

XPS experiments were performed at ELETTRA syn-
chrotron radiation facility (Trieste, Italy). The end station
was equipped with an ultra high vacuum (UHV) system with
a base pressure of 2× 10−10 torr. This beamline produces
p wer
b ser
w r) of

the presented spectra was estimated to be around 80 meV. The
quantification by XPS of the total amount of PNA adsorbed
on the surface has been performed by normalizing the N 1s
core-level photoemitted signal to the Au 4f peak measured
in the same conditions. Because the N signal comes exclu-
sively from the PNA molecule, the N 1s/Au 4f ratio is propor-
tional to the molecular coverage. We checked the absence of
this signal in the gold substrate introduced from air. C and O
core-level peaks include the non-negligible contribution from
contamination, and, therefore, cannot be used, neither as fin-
gerprints for adsorption nor for core-level analyses. We did
not observe any XPS feature in the 163–164 eV binding en-
ergy range, that could be associated to unbound thiol groups
[26]. XPS was also used for measuring N 1s/Au 4f ratio after
hybridization of ssDNA. We checked that the samples were
not damaged by radiation. We could observe neither variation
in the N 1s photoemission intensity nor changes in the line
shape of the core level from the immobilized ssPNA after
having been X-rayed for up to 12 h.

2.4. AFM experiments

AFM images of dried surfaces were recorded using a com-
mercial Nanotec Electronic System. In order to avoid tip and
sample damage, topographic images were always taken in
n sili-
c tant
o been
hotons ranging from 40 to 1500 eV with a resolving po
etter than 10−3. A hemispherical electron energy analy
as used and the overall resolution (beamline + analyse
on-contact dynamic mode. Olympus cantilevers with a
on nitride tip, resonance frequency of 80 kHz, force cons
f 0.74 N/m and nominal radius smaller than 20 nm have
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used. For AFM imaging, we flame-annealed polycrystalline
Au layers evaporated on glass, to produce a predominant
(1 1 1) faceting of the surface, as we could check by imaging
the clean surface. AFM imaging in solution was performed
in water with the same experimental conditions.

3. Results and discussion

The structure of immobilized layers of P-G142 on gold
surfaces was investigated by AFM imaging (Fig. 2B–E).
Fig. 2B and C show AFM images obtained after immobiliza-
tion of a 1�M P-G142 solution. A strikingly ordered arrange-
ment of the molecules is observed, with reproducible aligned
and meandering patterns. The ordered protrusions are 5–7 nm
high from the bare surface and their width is 10–30 nm. Tak-
ing into account that the tip radius of the AFM is smaller than
20 nm, we can confirm that groups of molecules standing-up
are imaged on the surface. The fact that the apparent height
measured by AFM is generally lower than the theoretical
one (7.1 nm for P-G142) could be related, apart from some
degree of flexibility allowed by the PNA backbone, either
to a small tilt of the molecule, or to a deformation of the
molecular layer induced by the AFM tip. Indeed, these ef-
fects were previously observed, and tilts in SAM of alka-
n ◦
c be-
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n e lat-
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aligned islands that are anchored to the upper part of the step
edges. We checked that these islands correspond to a molecu-
lar layer of soft material by recording FZ curves (not shown).
These images could suggest a first-order Langmuir adsorp-
tion kinetics, with a nucleation mechanism of growing islands
from step edges. This is also the reason for the alignment
along the main crystallographic surface directions. There-
fore, we propose a mechanism in which the formation of a
bioSAM of ssPNA goes through two steps: (i) ssPNAs con-
densate on the surface and are adsorbed as lying molecules;
(ii) at a certain coverage, the layer undergoes a phase transi-
tion and experiments a realignment of the molecule backbone
perpendicular to the surface. A similar mechanism was de-
scribed for SAM of alkanethiols[28] and it demonstrates
the importance of the molecule–molecule interaction in self-
assembly.

We have also performed AFM images in water, showing
very similar morphologies to those shown inFig. 2. How-
ever, in a liquid environment lying molecules have not been
detected at any PNA concentration. Therefore, the H-bonds
between ssPNA and water could favor the standing-up geom-
etry even for individual molecules at low coverages.

In order to investigate if SAMs of ssPNA preserve their
biological activity of recognizing complementary ssDNA,
a battery of XPS experiments were performed. A high-
r pho-
t d in
F ears
a nu-
c .9 eV,
a dif-

F lower
c
w to
t

ethiols up to 15 have been reported[1,2]. Tilted ssPNA
hains could facilitate non-complementary H-bonding
ween nucleobases placed at different chain positions. T
ucleobase–nucleobase interactions could stabilize th
ral contacts among molecules that lead to the observe
ered pattern. Moreover, the real height of a molecula
orbed layer on a surface by tapping mode AFM is an
ssue, and deformations up to 50% of the nominal value
requently reported for soft material[5,6]. The meanderin
tructure of the ssPNA layers can be understood be
olecules can be freely adsorbed on the surface in s
ay that they have rotational symmetry around the mol

ar backbone, finding the closest neighbor for intermol
ar contacts.Fig. 2C shows a broad area where aligned
ures were observed following crystallographic direction
monocrystalline grain of a gold terrace.
We have studied the dependence of the ordering wit

oncentration of the immobilized ssPNA probe.Fig. 2D and
show AFM images obtained with a lower ssPNA conc

ration (0.5�M). In Fig. 2D, groups of ssPNA molecul
tanding-up on the surface (AFM height around 7 nm) c
st with linear features composed by segments up to 1
ong (AFM resolution) and around 1 nm height. This heig
imilar to that previously described for ssDNA by AFM ima
ng on mica[27], and can be assigned to individual molecu
ying on the surface, anchored by their thiol motif and pr
bly the carbonyl or amino groups of some chemisorbed
leobases. Different sets of experiments showed that the
ition from individual lying molecules to standing-up grou
f them is favored by increasing the concentration or inc

ion time.Fig. 2E shows groups of molecules standing-u
esolution XPS spectrum for N 1s recorded at 500 eV of
on energy from an immobilized ssPNA SAM is presente
ig. 3(lower curve). The maximum of the N 1s peak app
t 400.0 eV of binding energy. The binding energy for the
leobase thymine has been reported to be around 400
nd a small energy shift could be expected for N atoms in

ig. 3. High-resolution XPS spectra of the N 1s core-level peak before (
urve) and after (upper curve) hybridization of the bioSAM of 1�M P-G142
ith the complementary ssDNA at 100�m. These peaks are normalized

he Au 4f substrate signal.
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Fig. 4. Value of the XPS N 1s/Au 4f ratio for different concentrations of
immobilized P-G142 before and after hybridization with the complementary
ssDNA at 100�M concentration.

ferent nucleobases. The overall line shape of this peak is anal-
ogous to that recently published for DNA[29] with a small
component at the left side of the spectrum. This smaller shoul-
der could be related to PNA–substrate bonds, induced by the
fraction of molecules lying on the surface. The upper curve
in Fig. 3shows the corresponding spectra after hybridization
of complementary ssDNA to immobilized ssPNA. We found,
after a correction by the orbital cross-section, an average in-
crease of the normalized N 1s peak of about three times after
hybridization. The number of N atoms per ssPNA molecule
is 64, and that of the complementary DNA is 116; therefore,
in a first approximation, an enhancement of the N signal in a
factor of 2.8 could be expected from a simple atom-counting
model. A good agreement between the expected and obtained
value suggests that, in the optimal conditions, the fraction of
ssPNA hybridized with DNA target is near 100%.

The combined use of XPS and AFM allowed us to con-
struct a model for the mechanism of a PNA-based biosensor.
Fig. 4 represents the N 1s/Au 4f photoemission signal for
different concentrations of the immobilized ssPNA, before
and after hybridization with complementary ssDNA. This
signal is proportional to the amount of ssPNA on the sur-
face, increasing with the concentration up to a saturation
value at 10�M. This saturating behavior corresponds to the
complete blocking of the available adsorption sites by neigh-
b con-
c llow
c e to
t
h is
c r. For
c
i sig-
n t the

bioSAM is not behaving as an active biosensor. Moreover,
at those saturating concentrations, the N 1s/Au 4f ratio af-
ter hybridization is even lower than in the immobilized case
because during the hybridization and washing, some of the
partially immobilized ssPNA is removed from the surface.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the bioSAMs of ssPNA
present optimal biosensor capacity when immobilized at con-
centrations of up to 1�M.

In conclusion, we report the combined use of AFM and
synchrotron radiation XPS for the structural and functional
characterization of ssPNA oligomers on gold surfaces, form-
ing an ordered and bioactive SAM stable in air. The unique
properties of ssPNA for self-assembly on surfaces encourage
the use of PNA-based biosensors and surface characterization
techniques for the detection of label-free nucleic acid targets
in complex biological samples.
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